HOW Can I Forge My Own Path @ GS?
"LET YOUR LIFE SPEAK!"
YOU HEAR THAT A LOT AT GS, AND IT’S NOT JUST A CATCHPHRASE. IT’S CENTRAL TO OUR MISSION AND OUR SIGNATURE ACADEMIC PROGRAM, WHICH OFFERS ACADEMIC RIGOR WITHOUT RIGIDITY.

Rooted in research. Our Signature Academic Program was designed around current educational study on how students learn best. Our unique calendar offers diverse academic choices, meaningful real-world experiences, and personalized course plans.

Endless possibility. Pursue Advanced Placement (AP) and International Baccalaurate (IB) options, double up in a language, or advance your math skills by taking two levels in one year… the possibilities are endless!

A uniquely flexible schedule. Our flexible 7-term schedule and customizable modules (or mods) means you take 4 classes at a time over each 5-week term. This allows for interdisciplinary coursework (think media literacy and production or biotechnology), experiential learning (study ecology in Uganda or transformative justice in Philadelphia), opportunities to dabble in subject areas as yet undiscovered, and a healthy school/life balance.

Learn to let your life speak at George School.